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Nile Gardiner blogs in the Telegraph, UK, about Obama's disappointing comments about the 
Iranian revolution. 
...Obama made no direct challenge to the illegitimate authority of the Iranian government, and spoke of its 
actions “apparently resulting in injuries, detentions and even deaths.” He was careful not to use the word 
freedom in describing the ultimate goal of the protesters, nor did he name any of the people detained. There 
was no mention of any consequences for Iran’s rulers or a shift in US policy. 
  
As Charles Krauthammer eloquently observed on Fox News last night (transcribed here at NRO’s The 
Corner), referring to the president’s less than convincing statement: 
  
...He talks about aspirations. He talks about rights. He talks about justice in the statement he made. This 
isn’t about justice. It isn’t about a low minimum wage. This isn’t about an absence of a public option in health 
care. This is about freedom. This is a revolution in the streets. 
Revolutions happen quickly. There is a moment here in which if the thugs in the street who are shooting in 
the crowds stop shooting, it’s over and the regime will fall. The courage of the demonstrators and their 
boldness isn’t only a demonstration of courage, it is an indication of the shift in the balance of power. The 
regime is weakening. 
  
This is a hinge of history. Everything in the region will change if the regime is changed. Obama ought to be 
strong out there in saying: It is an illegitimate government. We stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the people in 
the street. He talks about diplomacy. He should be urging our Western allies who have relations [with Iran] 
to cut them off, isolate the regime, to ostracize it. He ought to be going in the U.N. — at every forum — and 
denouncing it. This is a moment in history, and he’s missing it. ... 
  
...If he is serious about the plight of the Iranian people, Barack Obama must have a Reagan moment, where 
he makes it clear that the United States stands shoulder to shoulder with the brave dissidents who are laying 
down their lives for freedom, and will do all in its power to help tear down the walls of oppression that 
enslave them. This is not an opportunity for more dithering and endless political calculation, but a time for 
real strength and leadership from the American President. 
  
  
Tony Blankley discusses the reaction to Obama's policies over the past year, including the 
emergence of the Tea party. 
...But all is not solidity on the right. In one of the more remarkable entrances into American politics, the tea-
party movement, which did not exist until spring, already has gained a second-place affiliation status in Scott 
Rasmussen's poll last month: Democratic Party, 36 percent; tea party, 23 percent; Republican Party, 18 
percent. ... 
  
...Keep in mind: They have no national leaders - no billionaire Ross Perot-type nor nationally admired Barry 
Goldwater-type. Of course, individuals are stepping up across the country to help organize, but they are the 
purest example of what Thomas Jefferson might have called an aroused yeomanry (back then, the small 
freeholders who cultivated their own land). They are a reaction (in the very best sense of the word) to the 
ongoing attempted power grab by Washington of a free people's wealth and rights. 
  
In the aftermath of the economic collapse and the election of a glamorous new, young president who 
seemed to many people as a fresh force, unentangled with entrenched special interests (emphatically not 
my view, during the election or afterward) - the country could have gone one of two ways: Fearing the rigors 
of economic hard times, people could have sought shelter under the wing of a stronger government (as 
Americans did during the Great Depression), or, fearing the power of government, they could seek shelter in 
freedom - come what may economically.  
It may turn out to be one of the most important facts of the 21st century that the American people - as 



exemplified by, but not limited to, the tea-party fighters - came down on the side of freedom over fear. I don't 
know if there is another people on the planet who would have had a similar impulse and judgment. ... 
  
  
  
Richard Epstein, in Forbes, responds to a New Yorker article from Atul Gawande which posits 
that the government can use the same interventions used in agricultural markets to support 
health care reform. 
...Worse, by far, is how Gawande ignores the disastrous policy mistakes in the economic regulation of 
agricultural markets over the past 100 years. The standardization of agricultural commodities could have 
facilitated the rapid emergence of efficient competitive markets. Alas, the commoditization of agricultural 
goods allowed Congress to cartelize and subsidize the industry at the worst possible time. 
  
Section 6 of the Clayton Act largely immunized agricultural cooperatives from the antitrust laws. When these 
broke down, the U.S. passed a string of Agricultural Adjustment Acts during the 1930s that allowed the U.S. 
to limit quantities for production in order to keep commodity prices at their high levels during the bounty 
years of 1910-14. "Excess crops" were often destroyed, put into storage facilities or sold off at bargain prices 
outside the U.S., even as the caloric consumption for welfare families in U.S. sunk to dangerously low levels 
during the dark days of the depression. At the same time, foreign agricultural economies were wrecked by 
the importation of subsidized U.S. goods. ... 
  
...These dreadful agricultural reforms are cut from the same cloth as the Democratic health care bill that will 
shortly become law. But Harry Reid's hodgepodge legislation contains every gimmick imaginable to regulate 
the services sold and the prices charged in health care markets. As I have argued elsewhere, it is a disaster 
of constitutional proportions to run a system that pumps up the demand for health care services with huge 
subsidies only to strangle firms by closely regulating the services they must supply and limiting the profits 
that they can earn. Our lawmakers have learned all to well from their forays into agricultural markets. Far 
from encouraging Congress to tighten the noose on health care markets, Gawande should have urged a 
removal of many of the senseless barriers to entry that systematically impede the operation of health care 
markets. David Hyman and I have pushed hard on this libertarian approach, which tragically has fallen on 
deaf ears. All too predictable, given the spirit of the age. 
  
  
  
Thomas Sowell clarifies Congress' and Obama's disregard of the will of the American people. 
...What does calling this medical care legislation "historic" mean? It means that previous administrations 
gave up the idea when it became clear that the voting public did not want government control of medical 
care. What is "historic" is that this will be the first administration to show that it doesn't care one bit what the 
public wants or doesn't want.  

In short, this is not about the public's health. It is about Obama's ego and his chance to impose his will and 
leave a legacy.  
  

...Legislation is not the only sign of this administration's contempt for the intelligence of the public and for the 
safeguards of democratic government.  
  
The appointment of White House "czars" to make policy across a wide spectrum of issues — unknown 
people who get around the Constitution's requirement of Senate confirmation for Cabinet members — is yet 
another sign of the mindset that sees the fundamental laws and values of this country as just something to 
get around, in order to impose the will of an arrogant elite.  

That some of these "czars" have already revealed their own contempt for the values of American society in 
the things they have said and done only reinforces the point. In a sense, this administration is only the end 



result of a long social process that includes raising successive generations with dumbed-down education in 
schools and colleges that have become indoctrination centers for the visions of the left. Our education 
system has turned out many people who have never heard any other vision and who can only learn what is 
wrong with the prevailing vision from bitter experience. ... 

  
  
  
Maureen Dowd gives her column over to her brother, Kevin, for a Christmas present to all 
conservatives. 
...Here are some reflections for 2009: 
  
To President Obama: Thank you for saving the Republican Party and for teaching all of us that too much of 
anything is a bad thing. 
  
To Bill Clinton: You did too much work on Northern Ireland for the Nobel committee. Next time, do nothing. 
  
To Harry and Nancy: “The Twilight Zone” once had an episode where the town got the exact opposite of 
what it wanted. Farewell, Harry! 
  
To John McCain: Thank you for your chivalry in banning Palin attack dogs — including my sister — from the 
campaign plane. 
  
To Sarah Palin: Keep up the good work. Anyone who annoys Keith Olbermann that much is a friend to all of 
us. 
  
To Glenn Beck: Thanks for being the only journalist interested in stories that used to win Pulitzer Prizes. ... 
  
  
  
Ed Koch responds to Jimmy Carter's letter to the Jewish community asking for forgiveness. 
Former President Jimmy Carter recently sent a letter to the JTA, which is a wire service for Jewish 
newspapers. The letter was made public by the JTA on December 21st, along with the following statement:  
"Jimmy Carter asked the Jewish community for forgiveness for any stigma he may have caused Israel. In a 
letter released exclusively to JTA, the former U.S. president sent a seasonal message wishing for peace 
between Israel and its neighbors, and concluded: 'We must recognize Israel's achievements under difficult 
circumstances, even as we strive in a positive way to help Israel continue to improve its relations with its 
Arab populations, but we must not permit criticisms for improvement to stigmatize Israel. As I would have 
noted at Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, but which is appropriate at any time of the year, I offer an Al Het 
for any words or deeds of mine that may have done so.' 'Al Het' refers to the Yom Kippur prayer asking G-d 
forgiveness for sins committed against Him. In modern Hebrew it refers to any plea for forgiveness. Carter 
has angered some U.S. Jews in recent years with writings and statements that place the burden of 
peacemaking on Israel, that have likened Israel's settlement policies to apartheid, and that have blamed the 
pro-Israel lobby for inhibiting an evenhanded U.S. foreign policy."  
  
Abraham Foxman of the Anti-Defamation League, a leading advocate for the Jewish community, responded 
as follows: "We welcome any statement from a significant individual such as a former president who asks for 
Al Het. To what extent it is an epiphany, time will tell. There certainly is hurt which needs to be repaired."  
  
Having known Jimmy Carter when I was a Congressman and Mayor, I have a minimum of high regard for 
him. I believe that he has often used his position — most recently as a writer of books - to damage the State 
of Israel, and in doing so, he has injured the Jewish community worldwide. ... 
  



...My advice to Jimmy Carter is to come clean. I believe that we Jews are a forgiving people, but we are also 
a people who, having been brutalized through the centuries, are suspicious of those who at the end of their 
lives wish to make amends but have not demonstrated any repentance. What does President Carter intend 
to do with the balance of his life to remedy the harm and injury to the Jewish people that he has inflicted 
over the years?  
  
  
Gerald Warner blogs in the Telegraph, UK, about political correctness that has run amuck once 
again. 
Some help, please, for the latest victim of cretinous municipal politically correct tyranny. John Sayers, aged 
75, is the bingo caller at a weekly charity event at Sudbury town hall in Suffolk. Now council officials have 
told Mr Sayers, a former mayor of Sudbury, that terms such as “Legs Eleven” are sexist, and “Two Fat 
Ladies” could offend obese players and these phrases have been banned, for fear of litigation. 
  
So Mr Sayers now just calls the numbers by themselves, which players are denouncing as “boring”. Clearly, 
a new lexicon of politically correct bingo calls will have to be produced. We could start the ball rolling with 
“88 – crime of hate”; “Number 10 – Gordon’s Den”; “Number 2 – civil duo”; “47 – Aneurin Bevan”; “62 – for 
the many, not the few”… And so, tediously, on. 
  
There is now no area of life, however trivial or frivolous, that is not controlled by the Thought Police. And 
whose fault is that? Ours, of course. Our fault for not snuffing out this tyrannical nonsense at its first 
manifestation. Our fault for submitting to it. Our fault for voting for any of the mainstream political parties, all 
of which subscribe to this madness. Our fault for not ejecting from office the jobsworths who enforce it. Our 
fault for tolerating the legislative busybodies in the House of Commons. First New Year resolution for 2010: 
Make Political Correctness History. 
  
  
  
Richard Brookhiser reflects on the bagpipe after a recent encounter on a New York City street. 
...The piper has taken up his position in the direction I am going anyway, but my steps quicken, as they 
always do when I hear a bagpipe. When I draw alongside him, I can’t see much. His legs are trousered (too 
cold for a kilt). If he has an open instrument case — immemorial stimulus fund of New York City street 
musicians — on the pavement in front of him, it is hidden in the shadows. He displays no sign (not that you 
could read one) and he is too busy blowing to make any pitch. So, within the limits of the urban cheek-by-
jowl, he respects my privacy, and I do the same, hanging back to listen with the decorum and the thrill of a 
voyeur.  
 
I have heard him a few times before, and I will hear him again after tonight, though when I have seen him in 
the light I realize he is multiple: one time he was a young man; on other occasions, he is pepper and salt, 
with a beard. Whatever his age, he plays a traditional Highland pipe. With the blowpipe in his mouth he fills 
the bag; the air he squeezes from the bag with his arm exits by four pipes, which make the music: three 
pipes above the bag like a marlin’s fin, two short (the tenor drones), one long (the bass drone); one pipe (the 
chanter) hanging from below, like an artificial teat. Fingers on the chanter pick out the melody; the drones 
produce the hypnotizing hum.  
 
Bagpipe melodies have lots of tweedle-dee, imposed in part by the mechanism itself: Since the air leaves 
the bag in a steady stream, it is impossible to repeat a note without intervening grace notes. So even 
marches take on the swing of jigs. What stirs my innards is the drone. The drone turns a lone piper into an 
army. It adds distance to the sound, and therefore motion: We are coming. It also adds time, and therefore 
pathos: We have been here; you have heard us. ... 
  
  
Click here to hear the pipes. 
  



  
 
 
 

  
  
Telegraph Blogs, UK 
What Barack Obama should say to the Mullahs of Iran – tear down your walls of 
oppression and free your own people  
by Nile Gardiner 

After outrage from conservatives, Barack Obama finally spoke out on the savage beating and imprisonment 
of pro-democracy protesters on the streets of Tehran and several major Iranian cities. Following an 
embarrassing silence the president made a limited intervention yesterday, albeit from a lavish vacation 
home in Hawaii. But his delicately chosen and dispassionate words are not enough, and are unlikely to send 
shivers down the spines of the Mullahs. 

Obama made no direct challenge to the illegitimate authority of the Iranian government, and spoke of its 
actions “apparently resulting in injuries, detentions and even deaths.” He was careful not to use the word 
freedom in describing the ultimate goal of the protesters, nor did he name any of the people detained. There 
was no mention of any consequences for Iran’s rulers or a shift in US policy. 

As Charles Krauthammer eloquently observed on Fox News last night (transcribed here at NRO’s The 
Corner), referring to the president’s less than convincing statement: 

Flaccid words, meaningless words. He talks about aspirations. He talks about rights. He talks about justice 
in the statement he made. This isn’t about justice. It isn’t about a low minimum wage. This isn’t about an 
absence of a public option in health care. This is about freedom. This is a revolution in the streets. 

Revolutions happen quickly. There is a moment here in which if the thugs in the street who are shooting in 
the crowds stop shooting, it’s over and the regime will fall. The courage of the demonstrators and their 
boldness isn’t only a demonstration of courage, it is an indication of the shift in the balance of power. The 
regime is weakening. 

This is a hinge of history. Everything in the region will change if the regime is changed. Obama ought to be 
strong out there in saying: It is an illegitimate government. We stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the people in 
the street. He talks about diplomacy. He should be urging our Western allies who have relations [with Iran] 
to cut them off, isolate the regime, to ostracize it. He ought to be going in the U.N. — at every forum — and 
denouncing it. This is a moment in history, and he’s missing it. 

Krauthammer is absolutely right in his assessment of the White House’s appallingly weak approach on Iran. 
A policy of engagement with a butal regime like the one in Tehran will only play into the hands of the Mullahs 
and its puppet government, strengthening their hand and lending the Iranian dictatorship the veneer of 
international legitimacy it so desperately craves. 

A naïve agenda of negotiating with despots will also only bring us closer to the day when Iran declares itself 
a nuclear power – an outcome that the free world must prevent at any cost. The Obama administration’s 
shameful appeasement of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s evil tyranny has not only undercut the growing domestic 
resistance to his deeply unpopular rule, but also strengthened Tehran’s drive to build nuclear weapons and 
advance its ballistic missile program. 

If he is serious about the plight of the Iranian people, Barack Obama must have a Reagan moment, where 
he makes it clear that the United States stands shoulder to shoulder with the brave dissidents who are laying 
down their lives for freedom, and will do all in its power to help tear down the walls of oppression that 



enslave them. This is not an opportunity for more dithering and endless political calculation, but a time for 
real strength and leadership from the American President. 

  
  
Washington Times 
'Yet, Freedom!' 
by Tony Blankley 

Taking stock this second Christmas after the election of Barack Obama to the presidency, as a conservative 
Republican (with growing tea-party tendencies) I'm filled with a thrilling, unexpected hopefulness that the 
president may be well on his way to losing his battle for the hearts and minds of the American people - 
tempered by a shocked disbelief that so much long-term damage could have been perpetrated on the 
American economy, national security and way of life in just 11 months of ill-judged governance.  

Inevitably, Charles Dickens' immortal opening sentence to "A Tale of Two Cities" comes to mind:  

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times; it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it 
was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair; we had everything before us, we had 
nothing before us, we were all going directly to Heaven, we were all going the other way."  

Remarkably, this view could apply equally to the left and to the right. Mr. Obama first thrilled, then 
disappointed and now enrages the left with his policies of (as they now see it): (1) giving the banks, health 
insurance companies, drug companies, for-profit hospitals and Washington lobbyists everything they want; 
(2) doing nothing for middle-class homeowners; and (3) escalating the war in Afghanistan.  

Of course, conservatives are appalled at (among other things) the trillions of dollars in new deficits, the 
nationalizations, the trillion-dollar partisan slush fund (i.e., stimulus packages), the attempted federal 
government takeover of the private economy via carbon taxing and regulating, the weakening of our anti-
terrorism efforts, the never-ending worldwide apology tour, the undercutting of allies while appeasing 
enemies, and the ongoing effort to destroy our health care system and replace it with a socialized, rationing 
Euro-system.  

Remarkably, the president cannot even credibly make the claim that if he has the left and right agitated it is 
because he is going down the sensible middle. The Dec. 9 Quinnipiac Poll mirrors what other polls are 
showing: Mr. Obama is losing the independents, too. In that poll, overall, the president's 
approval/disapproval was 46 percent to 44 percent. However, with independents he was at 37 percent 
approval and 51 percent disapproval.  

Of course, for both the left and the right, all our hopes and dreads hinge on how an increasingly volatile 
American public expresses itself on Election Day. Currently, in head-to-head polling of generic party voting 
intentions, the Republicans, who had been steadily down by double digits (and as much as 18 percent) to 
the Democrats, in the past few months have surged to a 2 percent to 3 percent advantage 
(RealClearPolitics' latest average: 43.3 percent to 41 percent).  

But all is not solidity on the right. In one of the more remarkable entrances into American politics, the tea-
party movement, which did not exist until spring, already has gained a second-place affiliation status in Scott 
Rasmussen's poll last month: Democratic Party, 36 percent; tea party, 23 percent; Republican Party, 18 
percent.  

That number is, if anything, probably understated because the polling respondents are taken from voter 
registration lists. And based on what I have observed while attending tea-party events (and from other 



sources), it is my sense that many tea-party people may not even have registered to vote in the past. (They 
are registering now, by golly.)  

Keep in mind: They have no national leaders - no billionaire Ross Perot-type nor nationally admired Barry 
Goldwater-type. Of course, individuals are stepping up across the country to help organize, but they are the 
purest example of what Thomas Jefferson might have called an aroused yeomanry (back then, the small 
freeholders who cultivated their own land). They are a reaction (in the very best sense of the word) to the 
ongoing attempted power grab by Washington of a free people's wealth and rights.  

In the aftermath of the economic collapse and the election of a glamorous new, young president who 
seemed to many people as a fresh force, unentangled with entrenched special interests (emphatically not 
my view, during the election or afterward) - the country could have gone one of two ways: Fearing the rigors 
of economic hard times, people could have sought shelter under the wing of a stronger government (as 
Americans did during the Great Depression), or, fearing the power of government, they could seek shelter in 
freedom - come what may economically.  

It may turn out to be one of the most important facts of the 21st century that the American people - as 
exemplified by, but not limited to, the tea-party fighters - came down on the side of freedom over fear. I don't 
know if there is another people on the planet who would have had a similar impulse and judgment. It is, to 
use a word, exceptional (as in "American exceptionalism").  

It is why we live in hope this Christmas season that we may yet claw back our government in time to protect 
our grandchildren's freedom and prosperity.  

"Yet, Freedom! yet thy banner, torn, but flying, streams like the thunderstorm against the wind." - 
Lord Byron.  

Tony Blankley is the author of "American Grit: What It Will Take to Survive and Win in the 21st Century" 
(Regnery, 2009) and vice president of the Edelman public-relations firm in Washington. 

  
  
Forbes 
Can Medicine Learn From Agriculture? 
by Richard A. Epstein 

Without question, Atul Gawande is one of the most elegant and perceptive writers on health care. His 
riveting 2007 New Yorker piece the "Check List" offers a telling reminder that the simplest medical protocols-
-clean hands, new gloves--prevent more needless deaths than all the expensive heroics needed to stem the 
deadly infections that arise when these routine steps are not observed.  

Health care reform, however, does not just cover activities inside operating rooms. It also reaches key 
issues of institutional design. On these social questions, however, Gawande's savvy surgical instincts badly 
misfired in his recent New Yorker essay, "Testing, Testing."  

Gawande's thesis is that the successful progressive interventions in agricultural markets provide a useful 
template for controlling runaway health care costs. His essay focuses on the huge contribution of the federal 
agricultural extension programs through which a hardy band of dedicated public servants delivered reliable 
information to impoverished farmers desperate to eke out a living under hostile conditions with primitive 
technology. Gawande concludes that government intervention worked when laissez-faire failed. His case is 
shaky on its chosen turf because it does not explain why unregulated private markets could not supply that 
information at a price if left free of the state interference that was, to say the least, a real problem in the Jim 
Crow South. Nor is there any reason to think that advances in health care lead to lower commodity prices, 
as they do in agriculture. 



There are two reasons I don't want to harp on these points. First, information transmission about proper 
science is not what health care reform needs today. Some health care information is found on government 
sites. However, private sites, often in the nonprofit sector, usually provide better and more timely information 
than their government counterparts.  

The Food and Drug Administration, for example, provides standardized drug warnings of varying quality, but 
these do not address drug interactions nor are they continuously updated with post-release information, both 
from the U.S. and around the world. Voluntary intermediaries like the National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network, offers what the FDA cannot--current information about desired treatment protocols, including the 
off-label use of drugs for cancer treatment. The U.S. also funds the National Institutes for Health for basic 
biomedical research. The agricultural extension services don't give us insight on how to introduce electronic 
records. Neither does Congress. 

Worse, by far, is how Gawande ignores the disastrous policy mistakes in the economic regulation of 
agricultural markets over the past 100 years. The standardization of agricultural commodities could have 
facilitated the rapid emergence of efficient competitive markets. Alas, the commoditization of agricultural 
goods allowed Congress to cartelize and subsidize the industry at the worst possible time. 

Section 6 of the Clayton Act largely immunized agricultural cooperatives from the antitrust laws. When these 
broke down, the U.S. passed a string of Agricultural Adjustment Acts during the 1930s that allowed the U.S. 
to limit quantities for production in order to keep commodity prices at their high levels during the bounty 
years of 1910-14. "Excess crops" were often destroyed, put into storage facilities or sold off at bargain prices 
outside the U.S., even as the caloric consumption for welfare families in U.S. sunk to dangerously low levels 
during the dark days of the depression. At the same time, foreign agricultural economies were wrecked by 
the importation of subsidized U.S. goods. 

These New Deal agricultural programs were relentless. When regulating the prices of dairy products sold 
only in interstate markets allowed farmers to cheat on the cartel by selling their products intrastate, the 
Supreme Court held in the United States v. Wrightwood Dairies that the federal power to regulate commerce 
extended to these local sales. When farmers vertically integrated their grain and meat production to avoid 
these restraints, the Supreme Court in the 1942 case of Wickard v. Filburn dutifully held that feeding your 
own grain to your own cows was part of "commerce among the several states" because of the tendency of 
these intensely local activities to undercut the federal cartel. When California got in the business of running 
the state's raisin cartel, the Supreme Court decided in the 1943 case of Parker v. Brown that the Sherman 
Act did not block state action organizing a cartel that would otherwise constitute a per se violation of the 
Sherman Act. 

These dreadful agricultural reforms are cut from the same cloth as the Democratic health care bill that will 
shortly become law. But Harry Reid's hodgepodge legislation contains every gimmick imaginable to regulate 
the services sold and the prices charged in health care markets. As I have argued elsewhere, it is a disaster 
of constitutional proportions to run a system that pumps up the demand for health care services with huge 
subsidies only to strangle firms by closely regulating the services they must supply and limiting the profits 
that they can earn. Our lawmakers have learned all to well from their forays into agricultural markets. Far 
from encouraging Congress to tighten the noose on health care markets, Gawande should have urged a 
removal of many of the senseless barriers to entry that systematically impede the operation of health care 
markets. David Hyman and I have pushed hard on this libertarian approach, which tragically has fallen on 
deaf ears. All too predictable, given the spirit of the age. 

Richard A. Epstein is the James Parker Hall Distinguished Service Professor of Law, The University of 
Chicago; the Peter and Kirsten Bedford Senior Fellow, The Hoover Institution; and a visiting law professor at 
New York University Law School. 

  
  
 



Real Clear Politics 
Unhealthy arrogance  
by Thomas Sowell  
  
The only thing healthy about Congress' health insurance legislation is the healthy skepticism about it by 
most of the public, as revealed by polls. What is most unhealthy about this legislation is the raw arrogance in 
the way it was conceived and passed.  

Supporters of government health insurance call its passage "historic." Past attempts to pass such legislation 
— going back for decades — failed repeatedly. But now both houses of Congress have passed government 
health care legislation and it is just a question of reconciling their respective bills and presenting President 
Obama with a political "victory."  

In short, this is not about improving the health of the American people. It is about passing something — 
anything — to keep the Obama administration from ending up with egg on its face by being unable to pass a 
bill, after so much hype and hoopla. Politically, looking impotent is a formula for disaster at election time. Far 
better to pass even bad legislation that will not actually go into effect until after the 2012 presidential 
election, so that the public will not know whether it makes medical care better or worse until it is too late for 
the voters to hold the administration accountable.  

The utter cynicism of this has been apparent from the outset, in the rush to pass a health care bill in a hurry, 
in order to meet wholly arbitrary, self-imposed deadlines. First it was supposed to be passed before the 
August 2009 Congressional recess. Then it was supposed to be passed before Labor Day. When that didn't 
happen, it was supposed to be rushed to passage before Christmas.  

Why — especially since the legislation would not take effect until years from now?  

The only rational explanation for such haste to pass a bill that will be slow to go into effect is to prevent the 
public from knowing what is in this massive legislation that even members of Congress are unlikely to have 
read. That is also the only reason that makes sense for postponing the time when Obamacare goes into 
action after the next presidential election.  

What does calling this medical care legislation "historic" mean? It means that previous administrations gave 
up the idea when it became clear that the voting public did not want government control of medical care. 
What is "historic" is that this will be the first administration to show that it doesn't care one bit what the public 
wants or doesn't want.  

In short, this is not about the public's health. It is about Obama's ego and his chance to impose his will and 
leave a legacy.  

This is not the only massive legislation to be rushed to passage in Congress and then left to go into effect 
slowly. The same political formula was used earlier, to pass the "stimulus" bill to spend hundreds of billions 
of dollars that the government doesn't have — and that may well amount to more than a trillion dollars when 
the interest on the debt it creates is added, for this and the next generation to pay off.  

Legislation is not the only sign of this administration's contempt for the intelligence of the public and for the 
safeguards of democratic government.  

The appointment of White House "czars" to make policy across a wide spectrum of issues — unknown 
people who get around the Constitution's requirement of Senate confirmation for Cabinet members — is yet 
another sign of the mindset that sees the fundamental laws and values of this country as just something to 
get around, in order to impose the will of an arrogant elite.  



 
That some of these "czars" have already revealed their own contempt for the values of American society in 
the things they have said and done only reinforces the point. In a sense, this administration is only the end 
result of a long social process that includes raising successive generations with dumbed-down education in 
schools and colleges that have become indoctrination centers for the visions of the left. Our education 
system has turned out many people who have never heard any other vision and who can only learn what is 
wrong with the prevailing vision from bitter experience.  

That bitter experience now awaits them, at home and abroad.  

  
  
NY Times 
Oh, No! Kevin’s Back!  
by Maureen Dowd 

WASHINGTON 

As my brother Kevin headed off to Christmas Eve Mass in the Maryland suburbs, I asked him how he 
thought the first year of Barack Obama had gone.  

He didn’t have to pray long over that one. “Fine,” he replied, “if you like unmitigated disasters like the 
Hindenburg and the Redskins season.”  

If it’s Christmas, it must be time for my conservative brother to take over my column and turn it a blazing 
shade of red. 

So without further ado, here is Kevin unplugged, offering a perspective from “the real America,” as one of his 
favorite Republican philosophers, Sarah Palin, likes to put it: 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Who could have guessed on Nov. 4, 2008, that the mood this Christmas would be so festive? Yet a feeling 
of optimism pervades as we watch the old Christmas movies and marvel at the winter wonderland on the 
Mall illuminated by our national Christmas tree. (No offense to that ardent Catholic Nancy Pelosi, who would 
prefer “holiday tree.”)  

The Republicans, of course, got exactly what they deserved in 2006 and 2008 mainly because they acted 
like Democrats. Deficit spending and sex scandals are not a good recipe for success.  

But by forcing through a government takeover of health care, the auto industry and the banks, the president 
and his Congressional henchmen have brought us in a time machine to Russia 1917. These massive 
changes have been done in secret and along bullying, straight party-line votes.  

It is stunning to watch rich lawmakers driving their own expensive cars off the cliff and signing on to such a 
socialist agenda. In dismissing the tea parties and pushing through plans the American people obviously 
don’t want, they have made the fatal disconnect between the representatives and the represented. 

President Obama continues life in the H.O.V. lane, fawned over by the press and the crowned heads of 
Europe. In between apologies, the president should have reminded those pompous blowhards that without 
our interference, they would all be speaking German. 

My dad was a D.C. policeman, and I would like to apologize (not “recalibrate”) to the Cambridge police for 
the president’s assumption that they “acted stupidly.” You would think that Mr. Obama would have afforded 



the police the same consideration he gave to the mass-murdering Muslim Army major when he said: “I 
would caution against jumping to conclusions.” 

The Fort Hood massacre was a direct result of Army policy too concerned with political correctness and 
“celebrating diversity.” It was a terrorist attack by any definition and the government still cannot say it.  

President Obama should remember that Icarus tried to fly to the sun because, as he said, “it is the only thing 
in the universe that can match my brilliance.” How did that work out? 

Here are some reflections for 2009: 

To President Obama: Thank you for saving the Republican Party and for teaching all of us that too much of 
anything is a bad thing. 

To Bill Clinton: You did too much work on Northern Ireland for the Nobel committee. Next time, do nothing. 

To Harry and Nancy: “The Twilight Zone” once had an episode where the town got the exact opposite of 
what it wanted. Farewell, Harry! 

To John McCain: Thank you for your chivalry in banning Palin attack dogs — including my sister — from the 
campaign plane. 

To Sarah Palin: Keep up the good work. Anyone who annoys Keith Olbermann that much is a friend to all of 
us. 

To Glenn Beck: Thanks for being the only journalist interested in stories that used to win Pulitzer Prizes. 

To Al Franken: So, 250 years of Senate tradition trashed. Stuart Smalley would have done better. 

To Desirée Rogers: Get back to the gate. Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson can’t get in. 

To the Salahis: Thank you for showing us that shame has no bottom.  

To Valerie Jarrett: So much for the Olympic Village in Chicago. Whoops. 

To Chris Dodd: The only thing lower than your polls is your mortgage interest rate. 

To Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Mike Mullen: The military should be more interested in the men and women 
who serve than in celebrating diversity.  

To the Democratic senators: Go last next time; the bribes are much bigger. 

To Sheldon Whitehouse: You, senator, are an idiot. 

To Dick Cheney: You, sir, are a patriot. Thanks for firing back.  

To President Bush: Thank you for your dignity. Did you really start the plague in the 14th century? Absence 
makes the heart grow fonder. 

To Hillary: Who knew how much you would be missed? 

To Al Gore: A global warming conference in the middle of a Copenhagen blizzard is not a good visual. 

To Max Baucus, Eliot Spitzer and John Edwards: Party on, dudes. 



To John Ensign, Mark Sanford and David Vitter: Don’t party on, dudes.  

  
  
Jewish World Review 
Come clean, Carter  
by Ed Koch  
  
Former President Jimmy Carter recently sent a letter to the JTA, which is a wire service for Jewish 
newspapers. The letter was made public by the JTA on December 21st, along with the following statement:  

"Jimmy Carter asked the Jewish community for forgiveness for any stigma he may have caused Israel. In a 
letter released exclusively to JTA, the former U.S. president sent a seasonal message wishing for peace 
between Israel and its neighbors, and concluded: 'We must recognize Israel's achievements under difficult 
circumstances, even as we strive in a positive way to help Israel continue to improve its relations with its 
Arab populations, but we must not permit criticisms for improvement to stigmatize Israel. As I would have 
noted at Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, but which is appropriate at any time of the year, I offer an Al Het 
for any words or deeds of mine that may have done so.' 'Al Het' refers to the Yom Kippur prayer asking G-d 
forgiveness for sins committed against Him. In modern Hebrew it refers to any plea for forgiveness. Carter 
has angered some U.S. Jews in recent years with writings and statements that place the burden of 
peacemaking on Israel, that have likened Israel's settlement policies to apartheid, and that have blamed the 
pro-Israel lobby for inhibiting an evenhanded U.S. foreign policy."  

Abraham Foxman of the Anti-Defamation League, a leading advocate for the Jewish community, responded 
as follows: "We welcome any statement from a significant individual such as a former president who asks for 
Al Het. To what extent it is an epiphany, time will tell. There certainly is hurt which needs to be repaired."  

Having known Jimmy Carter when I was a Congressman and Mayor, I have a minimum of high regard for 
him. I believe that he has often used his position — most recently as a writer of books - to damage the State 
of Israel, and in doing so, he has injured the Jewish community worldwide. Catholics in every land have a 
special reverence for the Vatican as they should, it being the heart of the Catholic religion, the abode of the 
Pope. Jews likewise hold a special tie with Israel. That bond comes from, among other things, the 
knowledge that wherever there is a Jewish community somewhere in the world in peril, there is a country - 
only one country - that will immediately take Jews in and provide them with assistance, protection and full 
citizenship. That of course is Israel. That is why Jews feel so protective about that small land, which now for 
the first time has a Jewish population, according to Wikipedia, 5,435,800, that is the largest of any country in 
the world. Formerly, that distinction was held by the United States with 5,128,000 Jews making up its 
population.  

When Jimmy Carter asks the Jewish community for forgiveness, I believe it is incumbent upon him to list 
what he believes he has done that requires forgiveness. I also think we should know, if after leaving the 
presidency he received any gifts, lecture fees or loans from Arab nations. He should make available any 
correspondence he has had during that period with Arab governments and list all the compensation he has 
received from them. I also would suggest that he hold a press conference at which journalists could ask him 
questions on the entire subject. Then and only then would the Jewish community be in a position to decide 
whether or not to grant him forgiveness. He should also know there is no one person who can grant him 
forgiveness in the Jewish community.  

The thought surely has occurred to many as it has to me, why is he suddenly so concerned and in need of 
forgiveness? I believe he, like most of us at his age, 85, have thoughts concerning our mortality. I know that 
I do. He is a religious man, and occasionally, a Sunday school teacher. His Baptist faith tells him that he will 
be held accountable by God for his statements and actions here on earth. I suspect he is mindful of the 
Biblical admonition in Psalms 129, "They will be humiliated and will fall backwards, all enemies of Zion." 



Skeptics say his sudden interest in bettering relations with the Jewish community comes as a result of his 
grandson's running for public office in a community with a large Jewish population.  

My advice to Jimmy Carter is to come clean. I believe that we Jews are a forgiving people, but we are also a 
people who, having been brutalized through the centuries, are suspicious of those who at the end of their 
lives wish to make amends but have not demonstrated any repentance. What does President Carter intend 
to do with the balance of his life to remedy the harm and injury to the Jewish people that he has inflicted 
over the years?  

  
  
Telegraph Blogs, UK 
First New Year resolution for 2010: make Political Correctness history  
by Gerald Warner 

Some help, please, for the latest victim of cretinous municipal politically correct tyranny. John Sayers, aged 
75, is the bingo caller at a weekly charity event at Sudbury town hall in Suffolk. Now council officials have 
told Mr Sayers, a former mayor of Sudbury, that terms such as “Legs Eleven” are sexist, and “Two Fat 
Ladies” could offend obese players and these phrases have been banned, for fear of litigation. 

So Mr Sayers now just calls the numbers by themselves, which players are denouncing as “boring”. Clearly, 
a new lexicon of politically correct bingo calls will have to be produced. We could start the ball rolling with 
“88 – crime of hate”; “Number 10 – Gordon’s Den”; “Number 2 – civil duo”; “47 – Aneurin Bevan”; “62 – for 
the many, not the few”… And so, tediously, on. 

There is now no area of life, however trivial or frivolous, that is not controlled by the Thought Police. And 
whose fault is that? Ours, of course. Our fault for not snuffing out this tyrannical nonsense at its first 
manifestation. Our fault for submitting to it. Our fault for voting for any of the mainstream political parties, all 
of which subscribe to this madness. Our fault for not ejecting from office the jobsworths who enforce it. Our 
fault for tolerating the legislative busybodies in the House of Commons. First New Year resolution for 2010: 
Make Political Correctness History. 

  
  
National Review 
The Pipes, the Pipes 
by Richard Brookhiser 
  
High, wavering. Cutting (it must be, to carry from such a distance). I am walking along a street that runs into 
Union Square in the early evening. Last-century office buildings stand and shrug, like men in cold, stationary 
jobs: selling Christmas trees, collecting coins for charity. The buildings muffle the sound, which seems to be 
coming from ahead and to the left, forcing it to turn a corner. Some construction-site generator? A car alarm, 
more likely; or maybe the NYPD/FDNY experimenting with a new siren.  
 
I come to the corner myself, into the nighttime Union Square panorama (cold season). Naked trees; dark 
dead presidents; belated commuters, never-say-die skateboarders; and now explained, though still invisible, 
at the far end of the square, the source of the sound I have been noticing. A bagpipe.  
 
The piper has taken up his position in the direction I am going anyway, but my steps quicken, as they always 
do when I hear a bagpipe. When I draw alongside him, I can’t see much. His legs are trousered (too cold for 
a kilt). If he has an open instrument case — immemorial stimulus fund of New York City street musicians — 
on the pavement in front of him, it is hidden in the shadows. He displays no sign (not that you could read 
one) and he is too busy blowing to make any pitch. So, within the limits of the urban cheek-by-jowl, he 
respects my privacy, and I do the same, hanging back to listen with the decorum and the thrill of a voyeur.  



 
I have heard him a few times before, and I will hear him again after tonight, though when I have seen him in 
the light I realize he is multiple: one time he was a young man; on other occasions, he is pepper and salt, 
with a beard. Whatever his age, he plays a traditional Highland pipe. With the blowpipe in his mouth he fills 
the bag; the air he squeezes from the bag with his arm exits by four pipes, which make the music: three 
pipes above the bag like a marlin’s fin, two short (the tenor drones), one long (the bass drone); one pipe (the 
chanter) hanging from below, like an artificial teat. Fingers on the chanter pick out the melody; the drones 
produce the hypnotizing hum.  
 
Bagpipe melodies have lots of tweedle-dee, imposed in part by the mechanism itself: Since the air leaves 
the bag in a steady stream, it is impossible to repeat a note without intervening grace notes. So even 
marches take on the swing of jigs. What stirs my innards is the drone. The drone turns a lone piper into an 
army. It adds distance to the sound, and therefore motion: We are coming. It also adds time, and therefore 
pathos: We have been here; you have heard us.  
 
It is certainly no blood feeling that stirs me. I do not have a single Scottish ancestor that I know of. There are 
few enough in New York. Alexander Hamilton was the grandson of a laird. In one of his enemies-list jottings, 
Thomas Jefferson noted (January 24, 1800) that Hamilton had attended a St. Andrew’s Club dinner in New 
York. “The first toast was, ‘The President of the United States.’ It was drank without any particular 
approbation. The next was, ‘George the Third.’ Hamilton started up on his feet, and insisted on a bumper 
and three cheers.” There were other Scots after him: James Lenox, of the library; James Reston, of the New 
York Times. But as an ethnic group they are invisible. My ethnic atlas of the United States, based on the 
1980 census, says “Scots have dispersed themselves so thoroughly that their distribution is much like that of 
the total U.S. population,” which reflects their “social assimilation.” In other words, they live where everybody 
else does because they are now like everybody else. There are more Hungarians, more Arabs, and more 
Cubans in the city than Scots. I went to one Burns supper here some years ago. It was a fine affair, with a 
haggis, the Immortal Memory (a speech about Robert Burns), a Toast to the Lassies and one to the Laddies. 
But it was sponsored by some corporation and held at the Metropolitan Club; you couldn’t make a parade 
down Fifth Avenue of it.  
 
Scots may be thin on the ground, but they have been intellectually chic for a while now. Perhaps Garry Wills 
started it, when he suggested that Jefferson was the disciple, not of John Locke, but of the Scottish 
Enlightenment. (Harry Jaffa went nuclear; I still bear scars from the blast.) Scots are credited with inventing 
the modern world. Atheists and wits rediscover David Hume; every good conservative economist knows 
Adam Smith; every wise one also knows John Law. That Scotland has nothing to do with bagpipes. That is 
the music of outlaws, losers, reactionary rebels, and their bard was Sir Walter Scott. The English novel is not 
known for its political sophistication; Scott, who has sunk without a trace, is an exception. From Old Mortality 
to Redgauntlet, he wrote a series of novels that track the end of the House of Stuart, the Scottish dynasty 
that inherited the English throne at the beginning of the 17th century and lost it by the end, though their 
partisans kept up the fight for some decades. Scott wraps their failure in romance — but he also shows why 
it was necessary. He asks, What must go before enlightenment can come? When does a good cause 
become a bad one? An old cause a lost one? Do we lose anything in honor, to gain order, votes, and 
banking?  
 
Scott certainly writes about bagpipers. I don’t know how many bagpipers read him. But if there was ever a 
man who put that wail into thoughts and words, it was him. He heard the distance and the time, and it said: 
We are gone (except from your memory). 
  
  
Want to see and hear some pipers? Click here.  
  
  



 
  
  
  

 
  



  

 
  

 
  



 
  
  

 
  



 
 


